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Cost is a key issue  
for plan members  
and a common 
barrier to medication 
adherence

of Americans said they were concerned about 
the impact of rising prescription drug prices1

of Americans said it would be helpful to know 
their Rx cost before they go to the pharmacy2

say they would use Rx cost information 
to find lower-cost alternatives instead of 
foregoing treatment2

In one survey

83% 

84% 

64% 
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It is critical that 
we help members 
reduce costs and 
stay on track with 
their health

% of patients with 
high deductible 
health plans3 2006

4%

2017
~43%
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Real-Time Benefits Provides: 

• Proven savings

• Up-to-the-minute information
based on the member’s specific
plan design and coverage

• Access to information across
multiple points of care

CVS Health has one of 
the most comprehensive 
solutions in the market 
today, which has proven 
to save members money
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The CVS Health Difference 
Key Attributes that Differentiate Our 
Real-Time Benefits Solution

OPEN

CLOSE

Proven savings

Clinically mapped, 
lower-cost 
alternatives

Delivered across 
multiple points 
of care

Others

• Theoretical/possible savings

• Broad therapeutic
equivalents

• Directionally lower-cost
alternatives

• Only built into 1-2 EHR
systems

• Requires separate
prescriber portal

• Prescriber-focused only

CVS Health 

Specific to the member’s formulary 
and plan design

Script Intelligence engine powers 
database of clinically mapped drugs 
by strength/dose, across 90% of Rxs*

Connected to Surescripts, integrated 
into electronic health records (EHRs) or 
e-prescribing workflow

All members have access to our Check 
Drug Cost tool, which averages 230K 
searches per month

Across 9,800+ CVS Pharmacy locations 
and at Customer Care

Significant demonstrable savings
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Real Savings through Real-Time Benefits

of the time, members are 
filling lower-cost alternatives and saving 
an average of $120 per fill

20%

For prescriptions written by physicians, and members 
searching for their Rx, using real-time benefits information:

of the time, physicians are switching 
to lower-cost alternatives, leading to average 
savings of $130 per fill

40%

Our retail pharmacists are using 
Rx Savings Finder to help members  
save an average of $420 per year**
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What makes our  
real-time benefits 
capabilities unique?

Member-Specific, 
Actionable Information
Our proprietary engine, Script Intelligence, powers 
our unique database of clinically mapped drugs

Up to five clinically appropriate brand 
or generic alternatives specific to the 
member’s plan design

Drugs with equal or better formulary status on 
the member’s specific plan from our clinically 
mapped database covering 90% of Rx claims*

When physicians, pharmacists or members search for a specific drug, the database provides:

Why it matters: In order to drive behavioral change and get physicians to switch, 
the recommendations need to be specific and clinically appropriate

Drug 5
PA Required
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Across Multiple Points of Care
Our real-time benefits solution connects with more 
stakeholders through numerous touchpoints 

What makes our  
real-time benefits 
capabilities unique?

What makes our  
real-time benefits 
capabilities unique?

All members have access to our Check Drug Cost 
tool, which today averages 230K searches 
per month

More than 250K physicians’ offices will be
able to access the information through their EHRs† 

More than 30K CVS pharmacists 
can identify savings opportunities using 
Rx Savings Finder

Customer Care representatives also have
member-specific benefit information and can assist 
with cost and coverage questions†Projected by end of 2019.
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At the Prescriber’s Office 

• Whether a drug is covered

• The cost of a selected drug and whether they’ve
met their deductible

• Up to five clinically appropriate brand or generic
alternatives, including out-of-pocket costs for each

• Restrictions on the selected drug, such as prior
authorization or step therapy requirements, and
quantity limits

Even before a prescription is written, prescribers 
can see member-specific coverage information, 
integrated into their e-prescribing workflow, including:

Physicians using real-time benefits are 
switching to a covered drug 75% of the 
time when the original drug is not covered
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Ease of Use

• A response on alternative therapies within
1 second, on average

• A decision on an electronic prior authorization
request in as little as 6 seconds

• Brand and generic alternatives, clinically
mapped for 90% of drugs written for
our members*

Physicians using real-time benefits get:

Physicians using real-time benefits 
information are switching to lower-cost 
alternatives 40% of the time, leading to 
average member savings of $130 per fill

This helps get more affordable 
medications to members faster
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At CVS Pharmacy

• Verify if the prescribed medication
is on the member’s formulary and
the lowest-cost option available

• Check whether clinically
appropriate, lower-cost options
are available under the
member’s formulary

• Identify other potential savings

Our Rx Savings Finder tool 
lets pharmacists:

Our 30,000 pharmacists can help members save an average 
of $420 per year using the Rx Savings Finder tool
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Wherever the Member Is

• Find out if a specific drug is covered by their plan

• See up to five clinically appropriate therapeutic
alternatives and out-of-pocket costs for each

• View coverage restrictions such as
prior authorization and quantity limits

• Compare savings based on fill options,
such as 90-day supplies and
mail service

Through the Check Drug Cost tool on the 
Caremark.com portal, CVS Caremark mobile 
app, and by calling Customer Care,  
members can:

S

S
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S
S
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When members access real-time benefits, 
they are switching to a lower-cost prescription  
20% of the time, saving an average of $120 per fill
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We Continue to Enhance 
Our Real-Time Benefits 
Capabilities

• Make our member Check Drug Cost tool
even easier to use

• Roll out our proactive notification tool to
notify members of savings opportunities

• Make our information even more
accessible, reaching many more
physicians

• Integrate real-time benefits within the
formulary and plan design

In the coming months we will:
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Providing actionable, real-time benefits information 
across multiple points of care is part of our 
commitment to our clients and their members, which 
includes helping lower out-of-pocket costs and 
ensuring members stay on their path to better health
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1. CVS Health Morning Consult poll, Feb 22-26, 2018.
2. CVS Health Morning Consult poll, July 23-25, 2018.
3. https://www.hfma.org/Content.aspx?id=56905.

*Projected as of end of 2018.
**When members present their prescriptions.

The Morning Consult poll was conducted from July 23-25, 2018, among a national sample of 2,201 registered voters. The interviews were conducted online and the data 
were weighted to approximate a target sample of registered voters based on age, race/ethnicity, gender, educational attainment, and region. Results from the full survey 
have a margin of error of plus or minus 2 percentage points.

Data source: CVS Health Enterprise Analytics, 2018, unless otherwise noted.

CVS Health uses and shares data as allowed by applicable law, and by our agreements and our information firewall.

Savings will vary based upon a variety of factors including things such as plan design, demographics and programs implemented by the plan.

This page contains trademarks or registered trademarks of CVS Pharmacy, Inc. and/or one of its affiliates.

©2018 CVS Health and/or one of its affiliates. All rights reserved. 106-46494D   082218

Subscribe FOLLOW US

Stay up-to-date on pharmacy benefit trends and payor solutions.

Do you want to learn more about how you can help members 

save money on their prescriptions? Ask Us
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https://twitter.com/CVSHealthPBM
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